Memorandum

Name of the organizational unit: International Relations and Accreditations
Addressee: Legal, Administrative and Regulatory Services

Subject: 2021-23 Erasmus+KA131 project; available scholarships for mobilities to partner countries

In the 2021-2027 programme period, a maximum of 20% of the institutional grant can be allocated to mobilities to Erasmus Partner Countries (non-EEA countries). In connection with this, the resources available for the academic year 2022/2023 will be distributed based on the following principles, in accordance with the Regulations of University partial trainings.

- Preference will be granted to student partial studies over mobilities of the faculty, therefore almost the entire amount is to be spent on student partial studies.
- Priority will be given to supporting student partial studies to the UK in order to maintain quality institutional partnerships.
- Grants based on individual basis (for faculty members).
- The remaining amount will be distributed proportionally between CEMS and non-CEMS students according to the proportion of successful applications in the main application period for partial studies abroad.
- Those students are eligible to receive a grant (until the maximum amount of available institutional grant is reached) who won international mobilities in either the main application period, or in the extended round of applications.
- Students will receive financial support following the final order of their scores in the application for partial studies abroad, until the maximum amount of available institutional grant is reached.
- In the event of withdrawal, the next student with the highest score will receive the grant.
- Students are expected to be notified of the grant after the announcement of the results of the extended round of application.
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